In contrast to the narrow fan of clinical Computed Tomography (CT) scanners, Cone Beam scanners irradiate a much larger proportion of the object, which causes additional X-ray scattering. The most obvious scatter artefact is that the middle area of the object becomes darker than the outer area, as the density in the middle of the object is underestimated (cupping). Methods for estimating scatter were investigated that can be applied to each single projection without requiring a preliminary reconstruction. Scatter reduction by the Uniform Scatter Fraction method was implemented in the Varian CBCT software version 2.0. This scatter correction method is recommended for full fan scans using air norm. However, this method did not sufficiently correct artefacts in half fan scans and was not sufficiently robust if used in combination with a Single Norm. Therefore, a physical scatter model was developed that estimates scatter for each projection using the attenuation profile of the object. This model relied on laboratory experiments in which scatter kernels were measured for Plexiglas plates of varying thicknesses. Preliminary results suggest that this kernel model may solve the shortcomings of the Uniform Scatter Fraction model.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional CT scanners irradiate the object with a narrow field and thus cause much less scatter than Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT), which irradiates the whole area of interest. As the distribution of the scatter counts across the projection is rather uniform, the influence of scatter is large where the object is thick and small where the object is thin. Therefore, the middle area of the reconstructed object appears darker than it should. This reasoning leads to a simple heuristic method for correcting scatter, which is called the Uniform Scatter Fraction method [1] . From each projection a uniform image is subtracted with an amplitude that depends on the projection minimum and on the object size. Even if this may be inaccurate, this method should improve the image quality as compared to not using a scatter correction at all.
Varian's CBCT systems are already using other methods that reduce the impact of scatter on image quality even if they were not explicitly designed for this purpose: The patient projections are normalized to those of a cylindrical norm (Single Norm) whereby both are previously corrected with a beam hardening-type correction. Unfortunately, the Uniform Scatter Fraction method was not sufficiently robust if it was combined with these other correction methods. Therefore, a physical scatter model was developed that uses an attenuation-dependent convolution kernel. This model was applied to correct the scatter in some projections and seemed to solve the shortcomings of the Uniform Scatter Fraction method.
METHODS

Scatter Measurement
Subtracting Slit Measurement from Open Field Measurement
Scans using narrow blade positions are typically quite free of scatter artefacts. Thus, a projection with narrow blade positions (slit measurement) was compared with that of an open field to estimate the scatter (Figure 1 ). This measurement method was slightly adapted by using a small square field instead of a slit, which was called the pencil method. For the slit measurement the blades were narrowed to an opening of only 3 cm width as measured on the imager. To reduce the penumbra, the function of the blades was supported by additional blade support shields. For the open field measurement the blades were set to irradiate the whole imager of 30 cm x 40 cm. The most simple method would assume that there is no scatter in the slit measurement and one would get the scatter in the slit area simply by subtracting both measurements (ScatterCounts = PhantomBladesOut-PhantomBladesIn). To improve the accuracy of the measurement, a slit measurement (BladesIn) and an open field measurement (BladesOut) were taken without object and the scatter in the slit area was calculated with the heuristically derived formulas:
Unfortunately, the X-ray irradiation caused by head scatter and focal spot size are sometimes of similar or larger intensity than scatter. Also the scatter within the detector, causing a widening of the detector point spread function, is of similar amplitude. Even if these effects become small for the thickest part of the phantom, it is a disadvantage of this method is that these effects are not well controlled. A further drawback is that the scatter is estimated using the difference between two large numbers that are not particularly accurate.
Direct Measurement of Scattered Irradiation
A different measurements setup was designed to measure the scatter more reliably. The detector point spread was reduced by covering the imager with lead to avoid hitting the imager with primary irradiation. The head scatter (penumbra) was again reduced by supporting the function of the blades by lead shields. The scatter was directly measured in the area that was not reached by the primary beam. To improve the accuracy of this scatter measurement, a control measurement was taken without an object in the beam (Figure 2 ). The intensity of the rest irradiation measured without an object in the beam was maximally 0.01 % of that of the primary beam. This was between two to six times smaller than the measured scatter. Assuming that this rest irradiation originated from somewhere above the Plexiglas plate, the rest irradiation I empty was scaled with the attenuation of the object I Phantom /I 0 and then subtracted from the scatter measurement I Scatter to calculate the final scatter estimate with This method allows to control head scatter and detector point spread and avoids measuring scatter as a difference between two large numbers. It was applied to measure scatter for irradiation of small rectangular areas (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) of Plexiglas plates.
Comparing Both Scatter Measurement Methods
To investigate the accuracies of both scatter measurement methods, the scatter counts were compared using the same objects. Scatter was measured for three objects (125 kV, 80 mA, 10 ms, no bowtie, no grid): A cylindrical phantom of 20 cm diameter with a density about 1.1 g/cm 3 in full fan position; a cylindrical body norm of 39 cm diameter with a density of about 0.6 g/cm 3 in half fan position; and a cylindrical head norm of 24 cm diameter with a density of about 1.1 g/cm 3 in half fan position. The relative difference of the scatter estimates provided by both methods ranged from 3.4% to 9.4% (Table 1) . 
Uniform Scatter Fraction Model
This scatter correction method assumes that the scatter is uniformly distributed across the projection. The scatter in a projection is thus always less than the minimum pixel count. The fraction of the scatter contribution to this minimum (Scatter Fraction) is estimated using scatter measurements for different phantoms [1] . Scatter Fractions of seven phantoms were measured using three different scatter measurement setups: Subtracting slit measurement from open field measurement (described above); subtracting a measurement with a small rectangular field from an open field measurement (pencil method); and irradiating half of the object and measuring the scatter in the other half of the imager (half field method) ( Figure 3 ). Some of the variation from trend was caused by the spatial non-uniformity of the scatter fraction: For a half fan projection, the scatter fraction varied from 0.63 to 0.94 between low-count areas of the cylindrical body norm phantom (518 to 770 counts of scatter, respectively). The gantry angle was another important factor contributing to the Scatter Fraction variation for non-cylindrical phantoms, such as the body phantom. Obviously, it was important how much of the imager was covered by the phantom: The blue cylindrical phantom usually covered only 75 % of the imager's longitudinal direction, but 100 % for slit measurements at Varian GTC, which causes a difference in scatter of about 25 %. The scatter fraction of the cylindrical body norm is significantly below the trend line because it has not been corrected for the body norm density of only 0.6 g/cm 3 . The measurements with the blue phantom and those with the body norm indicate that the measurement method had a smaller influence on variances in the Scatter Fraction than other error sources. To estimate the Scatter Fraction for phantoms of arbitrary size, the scatter fraction was fitted as a linear function of the average object diameter. The scatter for the same phantoms was also measured with a 10:1 grid, a bowtie, or both, to model the influence of grid and bowtie. On average, the bowtie reduced the scatter fraction by a factor of 0.77, the grid by a factor of 0.6, and the combination of both by the product of the two factors.
Scatter Kernel Method
This method attempts to avoid the drawbacks of the Scatter Fraction method by estimating the scatter for each single projection by using the object's attenuation profile and a physical scatter model using scatter kernels. To develop the physical model, the scatter of Plexiglas plates was measured by irradiation with small square fields (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm in isocenter) and typical source-object (100 cm) and object-imager (50 cm) distances. The scatter was measured by the direct method described above (see Figure 2 ). The measured scatter distribution for Plexiglas plates of varying thicknesses (Figure 4 , dots) was interpolated using a model of six parameters that used two superimposed Gaussian functions (Figure 4, lines) . The widths of the Gaussians turned out to be approximately independent of the Plexiglas thicknesses. The amplitude of the narrow Gaussian scaled proportionally to the product of the Plexiglas attenuation with its thickness, which has some physical justification. A second order polynomial was used to fit the amplitude of the wide Gaussian as a function of the Plexiglas attenuation. It was experimentally verified that this model can be used to calculates the scatter for varying object-imager distances (results not shown). This convolution kernel model estimates the scatter caused by irradiating a small square of a Plexiglas plates as a function of the thickness of the plate. As the plate's thickness can be estimated using it's projection and the air image (I0 image), this method can be used to estimate the scatter of Plexiglas plates using only their projections without having direct thickness information. To apply this method to objects of general shapes, projections were subdivided into squares that were sufficiently small such that the attenuation in each square was approximately homogeneous. The scatter of each square was calculated with the convolution kernel and these scatter components were integrated over the whole projection to calculate the scatter distribution. Two variants of the scatter kernel model were implemented: 1) A simple variant of the Scatter Kernel Method calculated the scatter for each square of the object's projection by estimating the average attenuation in this square and using the corresponding kernel as shown in Figure 4 .
2) A more accurate method took into account that the path length of the scattered beam depends on the object shape. Thus, an effective thickness was defined and the scatter was estimated separately for each angle between the primary beam and the scattered beam. The object geometry was estimated by using only the projection and the air image counts and assuming that the object is water-like and located symmetrically to the horizontal plane containing the isocenter ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 Kernel method for estimating the scatter of an object by using the object projection. The thickness of the object is estimated assuming a water-equivalent object that is symmetric to the horizontal plane that intersects the isocenter. For the simpler model variant, the object thickness relevant for the scattered beam was assumed to be the same as that relevant for the primary beam. Since this is only true if the object thickness varies little for the relevant scatter angles, an effective thickness was defined for a more accurate model variant.
RESULTS
Uniform Scatter Fraction Method
Without Using a Single Norm
A single scan was reconstructed with and without using the Uniform Scatter Fraction method for scatter correction. Without scatter correction, and by using neither a beam hardening correction nor a norm, a cupping of about 60 HU values occurred. This cupping was mostly eliminated by using the scatter correction ( Figure 6 ). 
Limitations of Scatter Fraction Method
The Scatter Fraction Method assumes that the scatter is uniformly distributed across the projection, which leads to the cupping shown above. Indeed, for full fan scans the scatter is quite uniformly distributed across the projections. However, this is not true for half fan scans: For a body scan, the scatter maximum (which occurred at the phantom border) was 63 % larger than the scatter minimum (which occurred at the medial imager border showing the phantom center). This non-uniform scatter leads to a bright spot in the middle (Figure 7) . Thus, the Uniform Scatter Fraction method fails for half fan scans (results not shown). 
Slice of head phantom
Counts in rectangle
For full fan scans using air-norm, correcting scatter with the Uniform Scatter Fraction leads to less scatter artefacts than using no correction at all, as the total error of the Uniform Scatter Fraction method is typically much less than 100 % ( Table 2 ). The scatter estimates were inaccurate for several reasons. The object shape leads to inaccuracies in the estimated scatter counts of about 30 % (see Figure 3) . In addition, the definition of the projection minimum turned out to be tricky. Since a large proportion of our patients receiving pelvis scans have exterior or interior metal markers or seeds, using the absolute minimum of the projection would become unreliable. This would become particularly troublesome if a metal object is only visible on parts of the projections. To estimate a robust minimum that is not much influenced by small metal objects, this minimum was defined as four fifth of the pixel value with the 2000 th lowest value. Nevertheless, this problem with defining the minimum significantly contributed to the scatter estimation error.
Scatter Correction in Varian's CBCT Software
The scatter correction with Uniform Scatter Fraction was implemented in Varian's CBCT software version 2. The integration of this scatter correction method in Varian's software required scatter correction of projections used for two further calibration steps, a Single Norm calibration and a beam hardening-type correction: 1) For typical settings, the Varian CBCT Application normalizes the projections by a projection of a cylindrical norm (Single Norm). This reduces ring artifacts that are caused by detector nonlinearities. Furthermore, since the norm causes some scatter, this normalization reduces most of the cupping and thus serves as a scatter correction method.
2) A beam hardening-type correction using an open field projection of a norm phantom is performed, which has some minor influence on the cupping.
To apply the Uniform Scatter Fraction Method, the projections used for the Single Norm, the beam-hardening and the scan were all corrected for scatter, which successfully eliminated cupping. However, this scatter correction method did not usually lead to a visible quality improvement as compared to using only beam hardening and Single Norm corrections (Figure 8 ), as both methods correct for uniform but not for the non-uniform scatter that is typical for half fans scans (compare Figure 7) . Table 2 . Error sources of scatter estimate using Uniform Scatter Fraction for a half fan body scan (no bowtie, no grid).
Typical Error in Scatter Estimate
Resulting Cupping Error Unfortunately, the Scatter Fraction Method implemented in CBCT version 2 leads for some scans to larger cupping than using a standard Single Norm mode without explicit scatter correction. For a head phantom with metal markers (with bowtie and grid) the scatter correction actually worsened cupping from 40 HU to 60 HU (results not shown). The analysis of typical scatter counts suggests that this lack of robustness is a principal drawback of the Uniform Scatter Fraction method if it is used in combination with a Single Norm (Table 3) . . Measured values (without scatter correction) were I c = 900 counts; S = 800 counts; S n = 500 counts; I0 = 68000 counts.
Scatter Kernel Method
The sensitivity of the Scatter Kernel Method to inaccurate model inputs was explored by simulating the scatter for a head phantom projection (Table 4) . The model turned out to be quite robust to typical input inaccuracies. To estimate the thickness of the phantom, some scatter estimate had to be assumed a priori and provided as a model input. Errors in this a priori scatter estimate had a minor influence on the scatter estimate calculated by the model; applying the model recursively should thus solve this problem. The sensitivity analysis also suggested that large downsampling factors up to about 25 can be used, which should allow scatter processing times of less than one minute for each scan.
The Scatter Kernel Method assumes that the scatter kernels of physiological materials (water, fat, muscles, bone) only depend on the attenuation that is measured on the projection. The validity of this assumption is currently investigated. 
CONCLUSIONS
The Scatter Fraction Method reduces scatter artifacts in full fan projections if scatter has not already been corrected using a Single Norm. However, the Scatter Fraction Method failed for half fan scans for which the assumption of uniform scatter is invalid. Furthermore, the Scatter Fraction Method was not sufficiently robust if the projections had already been corrected with a Single Norm. This lack of robustness was caused by non-uniform scatter distributions, gantry angle dependence of the Scatter Fraction, difficulties in determining a robust projection minimum, and variations in the longitudinal positioning for head scans. To improve the accuracy of the scatter estimate, we started working on a scatter correction method that uses a physical scatter model. Preliminary results suggest that this Scatter Kernel Method will significantly improve the accuracy of the scatter estimate.
